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Abstract
The trend of social networking has put in evidence
the needs of user in collaborating and sharing
information. Most of the business models for those SN
are very challenging and may be hardly scalable.
Moreover, users prefer to keep under control their
content and to have at home personalized views of
their preferred services. Thus local community
services and content management systems may be of
interest to be developed in contrast to service provider
that try to monopolize all services for a given user,
similarly to the TV. In this paper, we present
LOCUSGENS architecture and solution and in
particular the features and the capabilities of the
intelligent local Autonomous Community Manager
which includes a rule based systems to cope with the
harmonization and concertation of a number of third
party services.

1. Introduction
The state of the art of Social Networks, SN, is
grounded on centralized solutions for collection and
sharing of user generated content and information.
Many different business models have been exploited in
social networks, including: subscription, advertising,
communities sharing similar interests, access to
premium content or services in Pay Per Play/View.
The effectiveness of the business models are strictly
related to the degree of participation of the members to
the community activities. Communities whose
members’ involvement is characterized by occasional
attendance, and short passive participation are
generally suitable for business models based on
advertising [1]. This model is typically viable in the
presence of huge number of users, while the premium
VOD (video on demand)/PPV model is mainly
associated with solutions for protecting content (e.g.,
CAS, DRM).
The main problem of SN is the centralized approach
of the SN. According to W3C, the future SNs have to
be more distributed to share in the network and with
the users the workload and the content repositories.
Distributed solutions can be viable only if the general
ecosystem may guarantee streams of revenues to the
actors who are investing money to create the

infrastructure and support costs. In distributed
solutions costs may be shared among middle level
servers and/or with final users’ devices (such as
decoders, computers, mobiles, game stations, PVR,
HD recorders, etc.) or servers: such as media centers,
routers, etc. The concept of media centre is less
widespread as a commercial device, while it is more
common in the open source community where a set of
Media Centre software solutions are available. They
have been mainly derived from public open source
media centers such as XBMC, LinuxMCE, Boxee,
MythTV, etc. They mainly integrate capabilities of
playing video streams coming from DVB boards and
from IPTV streams, receiving EPG, program
recording, connecting to some social networks, etc.
Some of them may be installed on cheap hardware
computer/devices.
One
example
about
the
standardization of media centre operating system and
software model can be the MPEG M3W (supported by
PHILIPS and DSI paper authors in the past [2]), which
also integrates the MPEG-21 DRM support and
concepts [3], [8].
In most cases, the media services are statically
connected on receiving devices (e.g., STB) and offered
to users. These solutions integrate poor features of
content management, advertising management,
gateway to manage the owned content in other social
networks, automated content publication, and never
rules for automating those activities. Furthermore,
many service providers are interested in providing
social features to the community that visit their
websites, allowing them to have a full control of their
social information, activities, and relationships
throughout the web [4]. Google has created the Google
Friend Connect JavaScript APIs which are standards
that specifically deal with identity (OpenID), [5], [6]
data access rights (OAuth) [7], and social applications
(OpenSocial of Open Google). Other technologies
needed to create decentralized social networks already
exist: FOAF, RDFa, XFN and other microformats.
On the other hand, content services for the
community are today divided into two large groups of
tools and services: (i) data provider, such as Web
Services, RSS and ATOM; (ii) data Aggregator, such
as Widgets and Mashups. Widgets are interactive

virtual tools providing services to the user by gathering
data for data sources usually located on the web. A
widget provides usually a single service or operation,
such as showing the user the latest news, the current
weather, the time, a calendar, a dictionary, a map
program, a calculator, desktop notes, photo viewers, or
even a language translator. Widget usually requires a
widget engine that is the core responsible for screen
rendering and interacting with the user for all the
widgets running on the desktop. Example of widget
engines are Dashboard from Apple, Microsoft gadgets
in Windows Vista, Yahoo! Widgets, portlets in Google
Desktop, etc. A Mashup is a web application
combining data from different sources into a single
integrated tool in an easy way by a third party source
such as: API (Web service in general), Web feeds
(such as RSS and Atom), Screen scraping (where info
is grabbed from the web site directly) [11]; the aim is
to produce results that were not planned for single data
sources. An example of a mashup is the use of
cartographic data from Google Maps to add location
information to real estate data, thereby creating a new
and distinct Web service that was not originally
provided by either source. Many people develop new
web application by “mashupping” existing social
network or social oriented web portal such as Amazon,
eBay, Flickr, Google, Microsoft, Pictometry, Yahoo,
and YouTube. Several web oriented companies are
creating tools for creating mashups by real mashups
editor, among these companies and editors we can cite
Yahoo pipes, Google mashup editor, Microsoft popfly,
but several others are emerging day by day.
The aim of this paper is to present the main engine
for setting up scalable local services for community
enabling local management of complex services for
user and content. The presented solution is part of a
larger
project
called
LOCUSGENS:
Local
Communities Sharing Generated Content, Services and
experiences. The components presented in details in
this paper refer to the engine that one could host on a
media center located into the community premises to
provide services to the local community: (1) remapping
and reshaping a set of external services and
information, (2) providing a set of additional services
for integration of the former services and for the fact
that the local information and events are locally
exploited and managed. The added value services are
performed by means of a rule based engine to
automatically perform a set of activities for the
community such as: download, local recommendation
based advertising, privacy control, automated
meeting/connection establishment, content filtering,
automated content sharing on social networks,
dynamic/active query and download, monitoring,
notification of events in the community, etc. The

definition of a set of rules for the local management of
the community may simplify the life to the community
users and protect the young elements, centralizing the
management of the configuration and abstracting from
the several services one could be interested to have in
his living room, bed room, study, etc.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a
short overview of LOCUSGENS architecture is
presented. Section 3 refers to the internal architecture
of the Autonomous Community Manager to be hosted
into the community structure. In Section 4, some
examples are reported regarding the usage of the rule
based solution and its expressivity to cope with the
community management. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. LOCUSGENS General Architecture and
Scenarios
According to LOCUSGENS, a community is a group
of users sharing a set of needs, contents, services and
experiences, and may be a small set of locations.
LOCUSGENS community can be a family, a group of
friends, a public laundry, a restaurant, a golf club, a
social group attached to one or several social networks,
etc. In Figure 1, the main elements of the
LOCUSGENS architecture are reported. The
LOCUSGENS architecture includes a set of Logically
Accessible Directories (LAD services) that are
providing services to the Autonomous Community
Manager (ACOM). LAD services can be Social
Network, content providers, web TV, weather forecast,
EPG for TV or other, travel agency, kids schools, golf
club, other ACOMs as well, etc.

Figure 1 - LOCUSGENS general architecture
The ACOM of a community can be hosted in a
dedicated device or in a media center, decoder, set top
box, etc. The ACOM can profile local users and
according to rules/policies it can manage the
community by providing content services to the
community devices. In these cases, the content is
considered as a set of complex data items where
several different kinds of streams of information need
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figure and to make them available for the
community devices and users. As widget manager
the Liferay solution has been adopted [9]. In that
environment a number of widget are available as
open source and may be enhanced to interact with
the Process Engine and Policy Engine to make
them manageable in the ACOM.
Service Registry: It is the entity to which each
new service has to be registered to provide
connection with the Process Engine to put the
connected services at the disposal of the ACOM.
Social Media Services: These services have been
directly developed as native tools to provide a
minimum number of basic capabilities in the
ACOM middleware such as: managing users,
content management system, crawling in the local
area network for collecting resources and media,
direct connection and chat, events and
asynchronous messages. All these services are at
disposal of the Process Engine and thus also at
disposal of the Policy Engine.
Process Engine and Editor: the Process Engine
is an intelligent engine of the ACOM devoted to
the user administration with user access control,
and manages the actions in response of the widgets
which are mounted on the user profile on the
ACOM interface. The Process Engine is also
responsible of considering semantic aspects of
content services: (i) user actions, preference,
favorites, etc.; (ii) content descriptors; (iii) local
and external events; (iv) actions performed on
provided and exported services; etc., to provide
local personal recommendations and advertising
support (static and dynamic user profile). In this
case, the recommendations provided by external
content services may be taken into account as well
via events and external information.
Policy Engine and Editor: The Policy Engine is
the “intelligent” engine of the ACOM to process
and execute ACOM policies as defined and
downloaded by the ACOM and associated with
Content Services and other services. The ACOM
Policy Engine can take decisions to serve the local
community and has been realized in Drools [10].
The capabilities of the engine are enforced by
using semantic processing functions. Policies are
formalized according to the following EBNF
format (in which not all constructs are reported),
while at the user a simpler interface to formalize
the rules via a wizard is provided as shown in the
rest of the paper.
<Rule> = WHEN <PredicativePart> DO <ActivePart>
<PredicativePart> = <FiringCondition>,
{<MatchExpression>}

<FiringCondition> = <InstantCondition> |
<EventCondition>
<EventCondition> = ON EVENT WITH TYPE
<EventLabel> FROM <DomainCondition>
[FOR <DomainCondition>]
<DomainCondition> = <ObjectType> <Identifier>
([ <Constraint> {AND <Constraint>}] )
<Constraint> = [NOT] <Atom>
<Atom> = <Attribute> <OP> <Parameter> |
<Predicate>({<Parameter>})
<MatchExpression> = MATCH <DomainCondition>
<ActivePart> = <SyncStatement>,
{<AsyncStatement>}
<SyncStatement> = Block action | Allow action
<AsyncStatement> = <StatementName>
({<Parameter>} )

It can be noted that some of the constructs of the Policy
Rules directly refer to services provided in the Social
Media Services (such as: sending events, getting status,
etc.), while other are generically referred to
dynamically mounted services coming from the
Widgets connected by the users for creating their
working user interface. The user interface for setting
rules has been realized in Drools Guvnor.

Figure 3 – Details of ACOM architecture
The LOCUGENS widgets are those accessible as
Liferay on the web plus those specifically developed to
be controlled by the Process and Policies Engines. All
the widgets are hosted on Liferay support, but only the
LOCUGENS widgets can be managed by the Process
and Policy Engines. In order to validate the ACOM
solution a number of Widgets have been implemented
according to the ACOM communication model, among
them:
• Amazon Ads Widget realized to interact with
ACOM engines to provide queries and get the
published books matching with the a user profile,

•

•
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Figure 5 – Example of Rules on ACOM
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bile Medicine (http://mobm
med.axmedis.o
org) is
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4. Somee Exampless
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WHEN
ON EVENT WITH
W
TYPE "C
Content Avai
ilable"
FROM User u(firstName
e == "Alice"
")
FOR Conten
nt c(ranking
g > 3)
DO Download c
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T
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WHEN
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ogin"
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Figure 6a reepresents thhe collaborattion diagram
F
m
describing th
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t execution of the previou
us rule. Whilee
innvolved into the
F
Figure
6b show
ws a segment of the screen
n in which thee
ad
dvertising pro
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n
thhe basis of user profile (static plus dynamic) iss
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o that expploiting the preferencess
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thhe close friend
ds, etc. The work
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has to co
ontinue in thee
direction of maaking more formal validatio
on.
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5. Concclusions
In this paaper, LOCUS
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